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The Vanilla Blackout is a serious derby style boot with a similar fit, feel and finish as the Riedell Minx 965! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $355.00

Price with discount $355.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $355.00

Sales price without tax $355.00

Save: 

Tax amount 
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Vanilla VNLA Blackout Boots
 

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Vanilla VNLA Blackout Boots! On the surface, the Vanilla Blackout boot is a simple color modification of the original Vanilla Brass Knuckle boot. In reality, however, VNLA has
made some strategic changes to this model: The lace cover has been lowered to allow for more movement by the skater; The outsole has been revised and is now made of a stronger,
upgraded leather with a high quality, form fitting finish; Top grain, hand sorted Italian leather is used across the entire boot – this change in leather sourcing allows for greater consistency,
better durability, and a more comfortable feel. The insole has been changed to a more durable, form fitting insole. Overall a very nicely constructed serious derby style boot that has a similar fit,
feel and finish as the Riedell Minx 965. Available in black (4-13), and in some half sizes as shown in the pull-down menu.

• NOTE: Please download and print the Vanilla Sizing Guidelines here to check for your perfect fit before ordering.

• Go to Build-A-SKATE and create your own custom build with this boot!

• Add your plate, wheels and bearings and get free mounting and assembly at time of ordering! 

Reviews

Thursday, 04 May 2023 

These boots are very comfortable! They fit a little tight at first, but after wearing them for three hours, they broke in nicely and I'm pretty
sure they'll only get better with time. The leather is top-notch and they look super stylish in my opinion. I would recommend them to a
friend. Thanks.

Chris Zavarise 
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